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Abstract. In this paper a study on homogeneity of new IAEA candidate reference materials: IAEA 338 Lichen and
IAEA 413 Algae in small (ca.10 mg) samples as well as some data contributing to certification of these materials are
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous report [1] certification of a new biological reference material Virginia Tobacco Leaves
(CTA-VTL-2) and the study on homogeneity of this and some other candidate reference materials was
described.

As it is known, natural matrix certified reference materials (CRMs) are usually inhomogeneous on a
microscopical scale and apparent homogeneity is achieved by grinding, sieving and mixing of a material
so that a sufficiently great number of individual particles is present in a subsample taken for analysis.
CRMs currently available from various producers have usually homogeneity guaranteed for sample
weights of 100-250 mg [2-5] and sometimes even as high as 0.5-1.0 g [6-7]. This does not necessarily
mean that smaller subsamples of these materials will show distinct inhomogeneity, but as the relevant
information is not available they should not, in principle, be used below the sample mass recommended
by the manufacturer.

On the other hand some microanalytical techniques such as energy dispersive X ray fluorescence
(EDXRF), particle induced X ray emission (PIXE), solid sampling atomic absorption spectrometry (SS-
AAS) use in fact smaller sample masses than those mentioned above and in this case no CRMs are
practicaly available. Other techniques like e.g. instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) also have
capability to use smaller sample masses than 100 mg. Therefore the search for CRMs which would be
suitable for microanalytical techniques is of vital importance [8].

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Sample preparation

Ca. 10 mg amounts of IAEA 338 Lichen and IAEA 413 Algae were accurately weighed with the aid of
analytical semi-micro balance (Precisa, Switzerland) into high purity polyethelene (PE) snap-cap
capsules, 0.22 cm3 (Faculteit der Biologie, Universiteit, Amsterdam). To avoid any contamination
distribution of the samples into capsules was carried out using laminar air flow cabinet with HEPA-filter,
Holten (Denmark).

Water content of the candidate RMs was determined in separate subsamples by drying for 24 h at 85° C.
Standard preparation

Stock solutions of Ce, Co, Cr, K, La, Sc, Sm, and Zn were prepared from metals, oxides or salts of
spectral purity by dissolving in high purity acids, and diluting with 18 MOhmxm water obtained from
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Milli-Q RG ultra pure water system (Millipore Co.)- Concentrations of stock solutions were usually
close to lmg/g of solution, sometimes lOmg/g of solution.

Working standard solutions were made from stock solutions by diluting with 18 MOhm-cm water.
Concentration of the standard solutions were determined by weighing.

Multielement standards for INAA were prepared by transferring appropriate masses of standard
solutions onto filter paper discs (<(> = 7.7 mm) placed in analogous PE capsules as those used for the
samples. After drying all capsules were closed and wrapped into Al foil similarly as the samples.

The amounts of elements in the standards were as follows: Standard I: Sm (0.25 jo,g), La (5 (U.g), Zn (530
, Co (13.5 |Ug) and Standard H: Ce (10 ug), Cr (45ug), K (215ug), Sc (0.6 fig).

Neutron activation analysis

The irradiation package consisting of 12 samples, 12 Zn flux monitors (2 mg each), and two
multielement standards was irradiated for 3 hours in the reactor MARIA in Swierk at a thermal neutron
flux of 1.6*1013n cm"2 s"1 and cooled for about 16 hours.

y ray spectrometric measurements were done with the aid of well type HPGe detector (CANBERRA)
180 cm3 nominal volume, 30% relative efficiency, well depth 40 mm, well diameter 16 mm, resolution
2.3 keV for 1332.5 keV 60Co line, coupled via ORTEC analog line to the multichannel analyzer TUKAN
in the form of an ISA card inserted into a typical PC.

Good and reproducible geometry of measurements was assured by placing the samples in the flat-
bottomed test tube at the bottom of the well. The results were corrected for the background. Blank (from
the irradiation capsule) was usually negligible for most of the elements studied in this work, except for
Cr.

Several measurements were performed in a live time mode after decay time of approximately: 16 h, 2 d,
7 d and 1-2 months after irradiation and the time of measurement varied from 500 to 100000 s.

Particle size measurements

Microscopic examination revealed that particles of algae have strong tendency to aggregate. To
minimize this effect and obtain samples suitable for microscopic particle size measurements, the
suspension of the material in water was agitated in an ultrasonic bath for 15 mins. then a drop was
transferred onto the glass plate and dried in the air. Martin's diameters (arithmetic mean of the distance
between opposite sides of a particle measured crosswise [9]) of 100-200 particles chosen at random were
measured, using the microscope with x800 magnification.

The reliability of particle size measurements was confirmed by photographs obtained by standard
procedure with the aid of scanning electron microscope DSM 942 .

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Methods of checking homogeneity

Two approaches were used for studying homogeneity of the IAEA's candidate CRMs. In the first,
several samples taken from different containers were analyzed by INAA and the results compared
with analogous results for several subsamples taken from single container. The two series of results
were evaluated statistically comparing the variances by F-test and the means by t-test. Most of
photopeaks with good or at least satisfactory counting statistics were utilized. For those elements for
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which no standards were available, count rates normalized for a given sample mass and corrected for
decay and decay during measurement were employed.

hi the case of Lichen 338, the criterion F < F0.05 is fulfilled for Br, Ce, Co, Fe, Na, Sc and Sm. The
critical value (Fo.os) was slightly exceeded in the case of 487 keV photopeak of La. It should be also
mentioned that measurable quantity of iridium was found to be present in a sample from one of the
Lichen containers, while it was absent in all other containers. So, at least with respect to some elements,
Lichen 338 shows some heterogeneity.

In the case of Algae 413 the criterion F < F0.05 is fulfilled for As, Co, Cr, Fe, K and Na. The critical
value Fo.o5 is largely exceeded for Hg. hi this case dispersion of results for samples taken from one
container was greater than that for samples taken from various containers, suggesting that some local
contamination might have ocurred during preparation, dispensing or packing of the material.

In the second approach, an attempt was made to calculate ktgamells' sampling constants as a
quantitative measure of homogeneity (or inhomogeneity) of the samples under investigation.

The overall relative standard deviation (in percent): Ro = (s/x)-100 as determined from a series of
replicate samples of approximately equal masses is composed of analytical error Ra and an error due to
sample inhomogeneity Rs.

As the variances are additive one can write:

^s = Ro ~ &a (1)

Rs = 4R2
O - R2

a (la)

Analytical variance is in turn composed of several components and in our case these are: counting

statistics Rc, neutron flux inhomogeneity R^ irreproducibility of counting geometry /?g, and weighing Rw

So, if the separate components of analytical variance will be determined, the Racan be obtained from the
relation:

R2
a = R2 + R} + R2 + Rl (2)

and then the sampling variance, Rs
2 and the error due to sample inhomogeneity Rs, can be derived from

eq.(l). and (la) respectively.

Ingamells [ 10,11 ] introduced into analytical vocabulary the term "sampling constant" Ks defined as:

Ks = R2 • m (3)

where: if/is sampling variance and m is sample mass.

Ks is expressed in the units of mass and is numerically equal to the sample mass necessary to limit the
error due to sample inhomogeneity (sampling uncertainty) to 1% (with 68% confidence).

Some workers have been using also KS
I/2 for characterizing homogeneity of materials [10,12].

In order to determine sampling variance accurately, it is necessary to minimize as much as possible the
individual components of analytical variance. In this study, owing to the use of several Zn flux monitors
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in the irradiation package, it was possible to correct the activities of the individual samples and standards
for neutron flux inhomogeneity. The residual uncertainty due to flux inhomogeneity, Rfi was estimated to
be lower than 1%. Counting statistics, Rc for most of the elements studied was in the range of 0.2-2%,
and was substantially larger only for Ce, La and Co in Lichen and for Cd in Algae. Counting geometry,
Rg was estimated from multiple measurements of the 559 keV photopeak of 76As in the same sample,
which after each measurement was removed and placed again in the detector well. The Rg thus
determined amounted to 0.251%. The error of weighing Rw was assumed to be 0.1%.

The errors due to sample inhomogeneity (sampling uncertainties), Rs determined in this study for
individual elements in IAEA 338 Lichen and IAEA 413 Algae as well as calculated sampling constants
Ks are presented in Table 3.

3.2. Certified reference materials and microanalysis

The term "microanalysis" is not always unequivocally understood and used in literature and this remark
applies also to the participants of the present CRP.

Two dictionary definitions of microanalysis will be quoted here: The first reads: "Ascertaining chemical
composition from very small samples" [13], the second: "The analysis of quantities weighing 1 mg or
less" [14]. While the first definition is of quite general character the problem arises what is "very small
sample" remembering in addition that the meaning of such term, certainly may change with time. The
second definition is more specific as it gives quantitative characteristics of the term which, however also
can be challenged from various sides.

In INAA, analysis of samples weighing single milligrams is fully feasible [15], analysis of smaller
samples is also possible but usually impractical, except of special cases e.g. short segments of human
hair [16], or fragments of paint from art objects [17].

Solid sampling-Zeeman Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (SS-ZAAS) employs sample masses in the
range: 0.02-20 mg for electrothermal atomization in a graphite furnace[18].

In micro-PIXE typical masses being analyzed are between 0.15 ug and 10 ug [19]. In X ray electron
probe microanalysis the analyzed samples are even smaller (0.5-50 ng) [20]. All authors of the above
mentioned papers describe their work as "microanalysis". No doubt that the nomenclature in this
domain needs much more precise definitions.

Coming back to our results one may note that in the case of Lichen, as shown in Table 3, sampling
constants are mostly in the range of several tens or hundreds of milligrams. If the relation (3) reflects the
real situation, then after the sampling constant for an analyte in a given material was determined, Rs
values for different sample masses can be calculated. Such values for different elements in 338 Lichen
are shown in Fig.3. One can easily note that for elements with Ks < 0.100 g, the Rs for 0.1 mg sample
does not exceed 33% (cf. the data for Sc for which Ks = 111 mg), while for elements with Ks = 2.8 g, Rs
for 0.1 mg sample will be already 168% (cf data for La).

Similar plots for 413 Algae are shown in Fig. 4. Here for most of elements studied, Ks values are of the
order of tens or even single milligrams. So, e.g. the expected Rg for 0.1 mg sample for Na is 5.3%
(Ks = 3.3mg), that for Co 21% (Ks = 44.4mg), but the analogous value for Hg would be already 181, (Ks

= 3.3g).

Homogeneity of powder materials should strongly depend on particle size. The number of spherical
particles n in the sample of mass m is given by equation:

3 m
n = 5— (4)

4 71 r d

where: d is material density, and r is particle radius.
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Assuming that the median of the Martin's diameter can be taken as a quasi-spherical diameter and that
density of both materials is ca. 0.7 g/cm3, the number of particles in 10 mg of Lichen can be estimated as
ca.. 5.3-107, and those in 10 mg of Algae as ca. 2.7-107 respectively. The last material according to
preliminary assumptions of the manufacturers should contain almost identical particles (cells). The
numbers of particles in 10 mg samples of the both materials are very similar so the differences in
sampling constants of the same elements in the two materials are obviously due to the fact that Lichen
consists of particles of conceivably very much more different elemental composition than Algae. On the
other hand, the existence of significant differences in numerical values of sampling constants for
individual elements in Algae shows however, that the real observed case is rather far from the initial
assumptions, according to which all particles would be intrinsically homogeneous.

3.3. Elemental concentrations in the candidate RMs

One of the aims of the present CRP was to help IAEA in establishing "recommended" or "certified"
values for some elements in the candidate RMs. The results of quantitative determinations of selected
elements in the two materials are shown in Table 4. The results are presented as: mean ± standard
deviation, together with relative percent standard deviation (RSD,%). These data were calculated on the
basis of all results i.e. both those from various containers and those from single container.
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